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What is intelligence?



The ability to acquire  
and apply knowledge. 



Human level reasoning and 
decision making.



Where does it come from?



Large number of 
biological neurons

Large number of 
artificial neurons



Multi-stage decision nodes 

Highly connected 

Very large scale 

Deeply Multi-layer



Does intelligence always result from 
highly connected, large-scale, deep, 

multi-layer, multi-stage decision nodes?



Is intelligence similar to a symphony where 
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts? 



So far, we are aware of biological and 
artificial neural net based intelligence.  

Could there be others?



Electrical neural 
network

Physical neural 
network



0.086 T 
Neurons in  

Brain

20,000,000 T 
Animals in  

Nature

100 T 
Parameters in 

GPT-4

1 X *1 X 200k X

* Assume 1 neuron has roughly 1k parameters



Question 1 - Can we showcase or simulate 
a deep physical neural network?  



Project 1 

Devise a useful/simple NN (max 20 
neurons).  Train it using your own 

training data. Implement it physically 
and record 2-min video of it working. 

(15% - Deadline: Jan 22)



Question 2 - Can we interface with a NN?  
If a single neuron is damaged, if we 

replace it, would we be the same person?  



If we lose/regenerate 1% of our neurons/year, 
and we still are the same person, potential for 

artificial neural degeneration exists.



Project 2 

Read papers on neural hacking and  
neural degeneration.  Summarize and 
make a 2-min video summary/recap. 

(5% - Deadline: Jan 29)



Question 3 - There has been a lot of talk 
about LLMs like chatGPT.  How can we 

better understand them? 



Project 3 

Implement Transformer-based nano 
language model (max 15 tokens, 5 words 

per sentence), from scratch.  Record 2-
min video demo. 

(15% - Deadline: Feb. 12)



Example tokens: 

I you we am are happy sad with in at life 
school class work



Question 4 - What impact would the loss 
of a few neurons have on your nano 

language model?  



Project 4 

Damage ‘X’ percent of neurons, and see 
the impact on functionality.  Record 2-

min video to summarize your result.  

(10% - Deadline: Feb. 26)



Question 5 - If AI was trying to take over 
humanity, how would it do it exactly?  We 

should ask it to find out… 





Project 5 - Use analogies (e.g. pest control, 
germ extermination, viral treatment, etc.) 

to ask LLMs to plan out takeover of a 
specific species and observe any patterns.  

Record 2-min video summarizing your 
take aways. 

(5% - Deadline: Mar. 4)



Select course project (any of the 5 basic 
projects extended). 

(Deadline: Mar. 4)



Project abstracts (1 page max) due. 

(10% - Deadline: Mar. 11)



Record 5-min Youtube video project 
showcase. 

(20% - Deadline: Apr. 1)



Project papers (4 page max) due. 

(20% - Deadline: Apr. 1)



Schedule: 
Jan. 9 - Lecture 1 
Jan. 16 - No Lecture 
Jan. 23 - P1 Demo/Discussion 
Jan. 30 - P2 Demo/Discussion 
Feb. 6 - P3 Help Session 
Feb. 13 - P3 Demo/Discussion 
Feb. 20 - No Lecture (Reading Week) 
Feb. 27 - P4 Demo/Discussion 
Mar. 5 - P5 Demo/Discussion 
Mar. 12 - No Lecture (Virtual Office Hours) 
Mar. 19 - No Lecture (Virtual Office Hours) 
Mar. 26 - Final Project Help Session 
Apr. 2 - Final Project Demo/Discussion


